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officials, of the deliberate advancement of knowledge (especially that knowledge
which leads to the solving of practical problems), and the dissemination of education
among the populace.
The effort to deal with nearly 300 years of Western educational history in a few
chapters is, of course, bound to fail in any sense of coverage or completeness. There is
one compensating factor, however. The educational models of the most influential
Western nations were relatively few. Despite their many real differences, the educa-
tional institutions and ideas emanating from British, French, German, and American
sources became the most common reference systems of the modern period since 1700.
This was so either because they were most widely transplanted throughout the world
or because they were thought to be especially effective in promoting the moderniza-
tion of their own societies and thus most worthy of emulation by similarly aspiring
states. This is not to say that Dutch, Belgian, Italian, Spanish, or Portuguese educa-
tional influences were not widespread or not important in this period, nor that
Scandinavian, Russian, Japanese, Indian, or Chinese education did not become so later.
It is simply to say that the peculiar combination of modernizing forces reached special
peaks of social power in four societies of the West.
The combination of modernizing ingredients, albeit in different proportions,
consisted of centralized national authority, intellectual and scientific creativeness,
democratic aspiration, industrial and technological advancement, urbanization, reli-
gious expansionism, and faith in education. These ingredients gave a relatively sudden
and peculiarly decisive advantage to four of the societies of the West. They were not
by any means all beneficent, but they gave a head start toward erecting the political,
commercial, military, religious, educational, intellectual, and scientific networks that
established large-scale Western hegemony in the modern world.
This hegemony was viewed by some as symbolizing the worst evils of colonial
and imperial exploitation, and by others as embodying the highest values of the "civi-
lizing mission" of the West. Whatever the angle of vision, Western hegemony exerted
a powerful influence upon the entire world. Indeed, the power of modernizing
Westerners was a mixture of dynamic and aggressive confidence in themselves, com-
bined either with a humane or humanitarian desire to bring the advantage of their
advancement to others, or with an arrogant or cruel ethnocentrism based upon feelings
of racial or national superiority. Their power sometimes rested upon the rewards of
their own efficient organization, hard work, and ingenuity; sometimes upon their
indolent exploitation of others. Their attitudes ranged from expansive, imaginative,
and future-oriented visions for themselves and for others to the reactionary and
small-minded myopism of tradition-bound and insufferable insularity.
In any case, the combination of ingredients gave the modernizing Westerners the
advantages of speed and power, of impact and leverage for disruptive change that far
exceeded, even though for a much shorter period of time, those of the other vast
proselytizing civilizations of the past: the Mesopotamians in the Middle East, the
Greeks in the Middle East and the Mediterranean, the Romans and Christians in the
Mediterranean and Europe, the Moslems in Europe, Africa, and Asia, the Hindus in
South Asia, and the Buddhists in South and East Asia. In contrast to these the
Westerners spanned the world.

